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Studies on Policy Based Route Management for

lntra-domai血and lnter-domain networks*

Masashi Eto

Abstract

Since the lnternet became a crucial socialinfrastructure) network is required

/ﾉ＼

七o be more stable andflexible for users〉 demands･ The rapid advances in neｾｰ

work technology led an explosion of the number of nodes) and enabled dynamic

changes of networks･ In this situation) operational costs are increaslng COnSid-

erably whereas network opera七ors are expected to reEect Ⅶers, requirements to

their network as quickly as possible･ One of the reason is that, operation tech-

nologies have not been investigated enough, yet the commmication technologies

have been developed actively･ Particularly in route management) operators are

manua11y maintaining their networks based on a set of general rules which is

caned umanagement policy" ･ In the implementation) they need to build up net-

work behavior by combiming basicfunctions of each network component･ Tlmgh

oPeratOrS eXPeCt tO autOmate thi8 PrOCeSS) the management policy is too abstract

to genera七e co血figwations for eachindividual component automitical1y･ Because

of the gap of abs七raction level between pbhcies and conBgl汀ations) the poLcies

are distorted in the conversion process of router configlNations) then an uninten-

tionalnetwork behavior occurs.

we assume that a stepwise re&nement processfrom management policy to actual

router con丘gurations is themislng link of the current network management. In

response to these issues, "Policy Based Rouie Mana9ement (PBRM)"method is

* Doctoral
Dissertation? Department of lnformation ProcesslngI Graduate School of lnfor-

mation science) NaHa =nstitute of Scienceand Teclmology, NAIST-IS-DDO361005! January 31 ,
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proposed in this dissertation) PBRM consists of a description method of route

management policies? and a conversion processfrom the policy to the actual

router con丘gurations･ According七o the current routing management architec-

ture) we split our effortsinto two categories: inter-domain and intra-domain

networks, and the goal of this dissertation is to deploy PBRM method into the
tw() domains.

Since there are a network operation me七hod which employs Routing Pohcy Speci-

fication Language (RPSL)and lnternet Routing Registry (IRR) for inter-d.main

network) a dissemination of this method is e氏cient for the deployment of PBRM.

Unfortunately? this method is not commonly used because of a low reliability

and low avai1abihty of information in IRR databases･ To solve this problem? this

dissertation proposes two systems which urge IRR users to register correct poh-

cies･ On the other hand, forintra-domain network, there have been few tools

to establish PBRM so far) so operators have to manually decide link costs for

route selection･ This is the primary cause ofmiconfiguration and instability

of networks, therefore an automation tool to ease operators'bwden is strongly

required･ In this research) a defimition of pohcy description is･ proposed, and a

system is implemented) which automatically geperates link costswith a consid-

eration of mutual relations among all routers in the network.

In this dissertation, background and needs of the PBRM are introduced) then the

details of our proposals are discussed. Throughthe deployment of the systems,

the value and usefuhess are confirmed･ In the later chapter of thiB dissertation)

severalissues are discussed as thefuture work.

Ⅸeywords :

policy Based Network Management, BGP, IRR Consistency'Routing Registry,
OSPF? 1ink cost asslgnment
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1. Introduction

The cl,rrent netWOrk management method is strongly required to be scalable so

that the lnternet keeps七he rapid gro融h･ In fac七, the number of hosts in intra-

domain network is ever-increaslng)and the purpose of network twe varies due

to the diversification of services which require highspeed, 1arge bandwidth or

high reliability circuits･ Moreover)ininter-domain network) interconnections of

Antonomous Systems (AS) across the world become possible by the improvement

of the Layer-2 teclmology･ Therefore) the number of interconnectionswi11 increase)

and then establislment / abolishment ofinterconnectionswi11 happenfrequently.

According to the growth of the lnterne七) operational cos七s are increaslng COn-

siderably･ In intra-domain network) opera,tors spend a lot of time to allocate

appropriaJte rOuteS tO eaCh service) because they have to configure rou七erswith

considerations of mutual relations among a11 routers in the network. Even in

inter-domain network) it is di氏cult for operators to maintain a number ofinter-

connections concl∬rently･ In a process of operation) they have to decide a priority

of peer connec七ions for optimal route selection) and apply the decision七o mul七iple

routers･ They also have to clearunused connections as needed. If the hternet

keeps growlngwithinthe current network operation)mintended route selections

will occw? which induceine缶cien七network use or disconnection of end nodes.

To &gure out the problem of the current network operation) we classified the

process of tbe ne七work opera七ion as fbllows.

1 ･ de丘ming admimistrative requirements

2. rdesignlng netWOrk topology

3･ deploying network equlPmen七s and physical links

4･ configurlng nOdes based on the administrative requirements

5･ checking and debugglng the behaviours of the nodes
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curreI止1y? each process is executed manually, therefore we assume that it is ef一

丘cient tO PrOvide automated method which supports the processes of ne七work

operations･ This research focuses on the processes 4 and 5) which allow七o take

in an autOmated technology･ The pINPOSe Of this disser七ation is to provide an

integrated operation me七hod) which expedites the process and improves the ef-

fectiveness of network management as a result.

1･1 S七epwise Re丘nement of Management Policy

The problem of the cu汀ent net*ork opera七ion is the lack of a stepwise refinememi

of administrative requirements･ In the management process) operators need to

build up network behavior by combining basicfunctions of each network compo-

nent･ A set of general rules based on operators) preferences and a capacity of the

network is cal1ed mana9emeni policy･

Since the management policy is too abstrac七) i七is di氏cult to generate con-

figurations for each individual component automatical1y･ Because of the gap of

abstrac七ion level between policies and configurations7 the policies are dis七orted

in the conversion process of router configurations) then an皿intemiional network

behavior occurs･ In order tofi11 the gap) a stepwise re丘nement method is required)

which has a capabihty to express a management policy and afunction of policy
COnVerSIOn.

We can recogmize that the essential problems of network operation are classi一

丘ed as the two categories.

1. Nonexistence of a Policy Level Description

One of the problems of the current network operation is that) operators

can not imiuitively configure routers in an abstract description which has

a capability to express their policies･ When operators intend to reflect the

policy to routers) they have to translate the policy七o a router configura七ion

language which consists of basicfunctions of routers･ Router configuration

language is de&ned by every router vendors) so that operators have to ac-

quire as various syntax as七he kinds of vendors･ In the process of translation)

the policy is deflectedfrom its original meamng.

2



2. Lack of Consideration to MutualRelations of Nodes

Moreover) i七is importan七to con丘gure routerswith a considera七ion of mu-

tual relations among all entities in the network rather than managlng them

one-by-one･ In inter-domain network, if an AS doesn,t export a route in-

forma,tion which is required by its peer AS) there is a possibility that the

peer AS loses a cormectivity to a certain destination AS. In intra-domain

network) an operator needs to set appropriate link costs to a number of

routers to enable expected route selection. If one cost value on a router is

incorrec七, it causes anunexpected ro叫β selection･ Thus, when we configure

a beha;vior of a network node? we need to examine whether the configuration

is consistent among other nodes.

In conclusion? a policy level description is required) which is designedwith a

considera七ion of mutual rela七ions among all eI止ities in也e network.

1･2 Policy Based Route Management Method (PBRM)

In response to the classified problems〉 we propose Policy Base Route Mana9emeni

(PBRM) method, which realizes a more stable network operation PBRM c.nsists

of followlngfunctions.

1. a de丘血tion of policy description:

For the problem of the nonexistence of a policy level description) the route

management description should be constructedfrom abstract rules which

re且ec七s the policyintuitively･ The configurations should be described in

more abstract expressions than actualrouter conBgurations, and it should

be able to satis秒opera･tors'gemine requirements.

2･ afunction of policy conversion:

After the pohcy description is defined) a system which converts a policy to

actualrouter configurations is required? and the system also needs to gen-

erate router configurations for a number of routers at a time･ Furthermore)

the system is required to be cons七ructed witb a consideration of m血a1

3



relations among all enti七ies in七he network to enable an uhified network

con丘g11rati on.

Based on these de丘nitions) this dissertation presents two proposals七o cover

血ssing pieces for the deployment of PBRM method in eachfield of inter-domain

and intrardomain networks･ In the next section, we discuss the current status of

each networkwith a focus on the route management.

1.3 Applying PBRM to the II止ernet

T血is section preseI止s an oveⅣiew of tbe curreI止network opera七ions and clari鮎s

the definition of policy for both inter-domain andintra-domain networks. Then

some problems of deploying of PBRM method areintroduced.

1.3.1 Deployment to lnter-Domain Network

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), the most common routing protocol in imir-

domain network? is basically designed to manage route selections arbitrarily to

re且ect opera七ors management policy･

In BGP network, operators explicitly speci& peer routersfromal1 adjacent

BGP speakers, and also manually speci& route information which is exchanged

between the peer routers to make up connectivities to another ASs. Because each

nanagement emiity of AS isindependent of other ASs? such arbitrary routing

management was strongly requiredinimier-domain network. The route selecti.n

--≒ is decided with a reference of delay, bandwidth and monetary costs between

each AS) thus arbitrary routing based on management policy is realized in BGP

network･ However) in BGP network) the number of peer AS is increasing yearly)

so that it is di氏cult to a,pply configurations of rou七e selec七ion to an external

routers one-by-one･ To solve this problem) RPSL was proposed. RPSL has

a capability to express route management policies in not only router level but

ako AS level by七rea血g an AS as a network entity･ With RPSL, an abstract

policy de8Cription) and IRRTooISet) a pohcy conversion tool) operators are able

to generate configurations for each individual router at a time.

4



The problem of the management methodwith RPSL and IRRTooISet is that

this method focuses on only an individual AS. Sirtce RPSL treats an AS as a

network entity, the generated configurations have to define consistent routein-

formation exchanges among peer ASs･ However, this method doesn?t have a

function to check the consistency between peer ASs･Asa result, an unintended

route selection may occur between BGP routers that are applied configurations

generated by this method.

1･3･2 Deployment to I血tra-Domain Network

OSPF) the most common routing protocol inintra-domainnetworks, is NOT ba-

sically designed for arbitrary route selection which reflects management policies

based on dela;y limit? usable bandwidth, 1ink stability and so on.Asa histori-

cal background, OSPF routers are regulated to forma neighbor relationshipand

exchange route information autonomously) to manage many routers as simply

as possible in intra-domain network･ To manage route selection arbitrarily) op-

erators need to configure OSPF link cos七s on each rou七er, but because of the

complex比y of the configuration) i七is dincult七o apply management policies七o

the whole network･ In other words) to realize autonomous route selections? the

functionality of arbitrary route management was sacrificed in OSPF network.

In today's network, althoughthe necessity ofanarbitrary route management

method isincreaslng) there are few studies on policy based route management

method fbr OSPF network.

1･3･3 Steps of PBRM Deployment

RealizaJtion of more stable and less labor-intensive network operation is the sub-

ject of this dissertation･ Design and implementa,tion of PBRM method is.ne

step七oward this goal･ The states of ne七-rk opera血n in the deploymen七process

of PBR-M are classi&ed by several levels･ The following items point out which

level the current inter-domain or intra-domain network operation is ln) and then

describe cha11enges of this dissertation.

5



1. Nonexistence of Policy Description and Conversion Tools

ln today's OSPF network) operators manual1y decide link costs for each

router one-by-one to reaect their routing policy to the network, so that

we take in a concept of arbitrary routing management to OSPF network

operation. In particular) we propose a defimition of policy descriptionand

a policy conversion tool fbr OSPF network.

2. Exis七e血of Policy Description and Node-1evel ConⅦrsion TboI

In BGP network, althougha route management methodwith RPSL and

IRRTooISet have been proposed) this method is lacking a consideration

of mutualrelationsamong each network entity･ Therefore, we propose a

system which checks the consistency of policies among ASs･

3･ Existent of Policy Description and Network-1evel Conversion TooI

Finally? PBRMaims to realize this state of network operation･ In this state)

an abstract policy description is provided) so that operators can manage

route selections intuitively･ Moreover) a mechanism is also provided, which

generates actual router con丘gurationsfrom policieswith a consideration of

mutual rela七ions.

So far) we observed the current s七a,te of both inter-domain and intra-domain

network operationsand challenges we should solve. This dissertation introduces

some proposals so that we apply PBRM method to both imier-domainand intra_

domain ne七Ⅶ)rks.

1.4 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation is orgamized as follows･ Chapter 2 surveys related works infields

of Pohcy Based Network Management･ Chap七er 3 produces the Policy Check

server which inves七iga七es and reduces the observed inconsistencies in public IRR

database8･ Then chapter 4 describes a system which is reasonable than manual

calculation of each parameter of a machine)s cohfiguration) namely to generate

hnk costs ahtomatically缶om an abs七ractandminimum policy which indicates

6



a user's management rules for a network･ Chapter 5 provides some discussiori$

of PBRM, and chapter 6 s11ggeS七s thefutlXe direc七ions of researchand concludes

this dissertation.

7
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Related Work

PBRM has two aspec七s: one is to de丘ne operation rules in an abstract

routerS

;ion language) and the other is七o generate router con丘gurations for many

collectively･ These issues have been studied for many years in the category

of netwOrk management･

酔om these aspects) this chapter provides an overview of related works in the

&elds ofinter-domain and intra-domain network.

2.1 Route Management Methods in lnter-Domain Network

ln inter-domain network operation, Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL)

and lnternet Routing Registry (IRR) is deployed as a standard. The maJin role

of IRR is to collect and publish the routing policies of ASs. Althoughthere is a

method to generate actual router con&gurationsfrom a policy in the IRRwith a

tool caned IRfmoISet〉 this method is not commonly employed･

The reason is that) there are no mechanisms to check the consistency of an

AS's policyamong policies of peer ASs･ Therefore, when an operator apphes

the router cohfigurations generatedfrom inconsistent policy to their router? the

exchange of routing information fails and the connectivity may be lost between

the routers.

2･2 Route Management Methods in lntra-Domain Network

2･2･1 Policy Based Network Management (PBNM)

In the researchfield of Policy Based Network Manag占ment (pBNM), there are

some proposals[2] ･ Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [3】 and Common Open

policy Server (cops)[4, 5] axe designed to deliver defined routing policy to

routers･ Those protocols define how to exchange policies but no七how to describe

the pohcy･ The objec七ive of PBRM is七o facilitate the high11evel description of

routing policy and its conversion to router configt-tion. We do not address the

deployment issues of routing policy in this dissertation.

8



Some policy description languages are proposed in the area of PBNM) such as,

PIB, PCIM and QPIM･ However, those protocols only define theforma七of rules

but not how to use the policy description for route management･ Furthermore,

there are no practical implementations of those protocols for route management.

2･2･2 Rou七ing Optimi2;ation )

There are some studies of routing optimization, which objective is to average

Qut the network dtilization･ In response to七his objective七hese proposalsfinaliy

genera七e link costs for OSPF routers･ In terms of the collective configura七ion of

multiple routers, their approaches and PBRM have simi1arities.

Fortz [6].provided an approach of heuristic algoritlmand Mulyana [7] applied

a genetic algoritlmfor link cost asslgnment. These researches are also discussed

in Chapter 4 in more detail･ In those researches) tra丘c englneerlng teClmiques

are used to generate the values of link cost for the optimization of the network

七rafBc･ Al七houghwe have the simi1ar goal to achievewith the issues onunified

network management) their approaches do not provide any丑exibility for the

admimistrators to deploy their ownpolicy.

2･3 Summary

As mentioned in Chapter l, the PBRM consists of twofunctionalities such as a

de丘nition of policy descrip七ion) a func七ion of policy conversion. For the iI止er-

domain network management) the policy management methodwith RPSL and

IRR and the policy conversion system ca11ed IRRTooISet? are commonly imple-

mented and deployed･ However) since a mechamism of the inconsistency resolution

is not provided) it is di氏cult towidely deploy the route management method.

Althoughvariol娼aPPrOaChes are proposed in thefield of PBNM, mos七of

them are mainly focused on aframeworkwith the policy description formatand

the communication protocolamong network entities, so that few studies are not

practical implementation of route management･

In the research of routing op七imization, althoughfunc七ions of the inc.nsis_

tency resolution and the policy conversion are proposed? the policy description

9



1anguage is not defined) so that it is difBcd七to reflec七anopera七or?s management

pohcy七o the network with七hese researches･Asa conclusion, in this paper we

propose two solutions･ In inter-domain network? a system which has a function of

incOnSistency resolution of policies is proposed･ Inintra-domain network, a sys一

七em is proposed) which consists of a de丘ni七ion of policy description, afunction of

inconSistency resolution and policy conversion as a different wayfrom the PBNM

and routing optimization algorithms.
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3. Improvlng the Reliability of IRR Database
●

As七he deploymemiof PBRM tointer-domain network, we employ a route s占1ection

methodwith lnternet Routing Registry (IRR). Then wefigure out problems of

this method which are induced by low reliability and low availability of IRR

databases･ In this chapter, efforts to solve these problems are described.

In inter-domainnetwork, ASs often establish peer connections between mul-

tiple ASs and exchanges their rol止e in払rma七ion eacll Other･ By也e decline of

connection fees and the advancement of Layer-2 technology in recen七years, or-

ganizaJtions are increaslng, Which obtain AS numbers and establish corLneCtions

between the other organizations･ Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) ,七he standard

routing protocol for inter-domain network, requires to speci& the other AS to

exchange route informa七ion. In other words, whenanAS htends to make a con-

nec七ion to another AS〉 tbe operator needs to explicitly con丘g-∬e a七ransit AS

to go throughthe destination AS. In inter-domain network, the selection crite-

ria which is based on connection fees, bandwidth, hop count to the destination

AS and so on, is commonly called "Polic〆'. In this dissertation, we define the

"Policy"as "a selecied iransit AS to ihe destination AS'.

Althoughan operator's policy is expressed as AS level speci&cation, the oper-

ator needs to manua11y interpret the policy into a router configuration language

in the actual operation process･ In particular) instead of the AS number, all route

information which is exchangedwith the peer AS have to be described in a router

configuration･ However) because vastamount of route information is exchanged

in recent inter-domain network? it is di氏cult to correctly maintain all route infor-

mationfor each peer AS･ Actually) there were some large scale network troubles

which is caused bylmman-inducedmisconfigt-tions in the past･ For example,

in Apri1 1997, AS7007 accidentallyannounced the route information to most of

the lnternet and disrupted connectivity of theglobal network for more than two

bpurs [8いn Apri1 2001, AS3561 propagated more七ban 5000 of improper ro山e

announcements &om one of its downstreamcustomers, again leading toglobal

conn;ctivity problems [9, 10, 11].
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As analternative proposal of such an existing network management scheme, an

operation method was proposed) which employs Routing Policy Specification Lan-

guage (RPSL) and I甲.Whereas the pas七operation method requires to describe

all route information for peer AS into the router configurations, RPSLallows

AS level description instead of describing routeinformation, and IRR and IR-

RTooISet enable collective settings of multiple border routers in ownnetwork. In

o也er words)比e metbod wi比RPSL and IRR provides a policy level descrip七ion

and afunction of policy conversion) so that it is adequate for deploying PBRM

in hter-domain network.

However) as we mentioned in the top of this dissertation) the operating method

with IRR is not spread in theglobal inter-domain network. The main reason

of this problem is the low reliability of IRR databases･ If policiesincurrent

IRRB are aPPlied to border routers automatical1y,mintended route selections or

connection breakdowns may occur 【12]. Therefore, teclm?logies to improve the

reliability of IRR databases are highly required. Eventua11y, these efforts lead to

the realization of PBRM methodininter-domain network.

In this chapter) three approaches to improve the reliability of IRR databases are

described･ Atfirst) we propose policy Check Server) which is a system to point

9ut inconsistemies between ASs) route selection pohcies and urges operators to

correct them･ Second, IRR object 9arbage collecior, a mechamism to decrease

unsound pohcies which are not updated in long term】 is explained･ We deployed

these systems in JPIRR as a鮎1d Ⅵ)rk of our e鮎rts in JPIRR? so a discussion

of this丘eld work is described at last.

3･1 0peration Method with IRR

IRR is a global hterne七resource database tha七stores routing policies･such as

AS numbers and pre丘Ⅹ informa七ion･ IRR stores of several objects (Route object,

aut-num object, Maintainer object, etc.), Policies registered in IRR are written

12



inRPSL, which is designed to describe speci&c routeinformation by import and

export serltenCeS in aut-num object. Operators cangenerate the vendor-specific

rou七er configt-tionsfrom七he policy data [13】･

3.1.1 IRR Opera七ion

Unlike Domain Name Server (DNS), the otrgamization who operates IRR server

is not regulatedd Therefore some Regional lnternet Registries (RIRs), National

lnternet Registries (NIRs) and many lnternet Service Providers (ISPs) operate

their ownIRR servers in the world. Especia11y, RADB, RIPEand APIRR oper-

ated by Merit Network lnc, RIPE NCCand APNIC【14] respectiv61y areknown

as the representaJtive IRR services･ They are classified roughly Public IRR and

Private IRIL P11blic IRR makes registered informa七ion available to the public so

that everyone can use the information to check some ISPs'route information.

Private IRR holds nondisclosure information such as route information of ASs

who form private peerings between them.

Public IRRs form datamirroring each other and in current operation, data of

most IRRs are accumulated to the representative IRR servers described above.

3.1.2 Registering to IRR

Operators of ASs can registerinformation about their ASs to one or more IRR(s)

at any time･ On the other hand, some Local lnternet Registries (LIRs) force

their customer ASs to.register hformation to their ownIRRs,and some LIRs

substitute registering informa,tion for the customers.

3･1･3 Problem of Current IRR Operation

However, in its current operation, i七is di氏cul七to keep IRR database consisten七

for the following reason･ That is, to register correct route information to IRR,

opera･tors need to check the consistency of them between each peer AS･ However,

inthe recent hternet) an AS holds quite many peerings between many other ASs,

so tha･t operators haNe tO bear a higher burden to check all of the consistency.
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- As a resd七, the database will contain many inconsistencies, and when router

con丘gura七ions are generated鉦om this database) peer connec七ivity between ASs

･wi皿be lost. Otherwise? anunintended link selection may occur･

On the other hand, IRRs do not hold all of the AS objects on the lnternet,

becauSe OPeratOrS Of ASs a上e no七forced七o register七heirinformation in an IRR.

This issue makes operators view an IRR asanincomplete database, causlng a

vicious circle which prevents the increased of utilization of IRRs [15].

3.2 Classification of the lnconsistency

ln this section) we discuss the definition of inconsistencies that could prevent peer

connectivity between ASs.

The inconsistencies are roughly classified into the following two types:

. inconsistency ln rOuteinformation import

There are less descrip七ion of route information in export sentence or there

are too much description of route information in import sentence.

'inconsistency ln rOute information export

There are less description of route information in import sentence or there

arer too much description of route ihformation in export sentence.

In the followlng Subsec七ions, wefirs七6xplain.each type of inconsistency) and

tben describe classi鮎d inconsistencies in more detail.

3･2･1 Imconsistency in Route ln払rma七ion lmport

When a peering connectivi七y is held between a sol汀Ce ASand a transit AS, the

七ransi七AS haB tO eXPOrt the route information of the destination AS, and the

sol∬ce AS has to import the routeinformation･ If this route information ismising

in tbe policy of tbe source AS or tbe destina血n AS) tbe source AS cannot ge七

connectivity to the destination AS･ We focus onand explain a case inconsistency

in route informaiion import in the fouowing example, which the export sentence

for the destination AS ismising in the transi七AS)s pohcy･

14



As shm in Figure l, AS l and AS 2 opera七e l皿der仏e con七rac七也a七AS 2

provides七ransi七for the tr自丘cfrom AS l to AS 3 and AS 4. According to this

contract, the operator of AS l registered the policy showninFigure ･2 which is

configured to import the routes for AS 2, AS 3 and AS 4 from AS 2, On the

o七ber band, tbe policy registered by七he opera七or of AS 2 is sbown in Figure 3; in

this policy, the route of AS 4 ismissing by accident. The router configurations

generated &om these policies by IRRTooISet [16, 17] are shownin Figures 4 and 5.

In these con丘gurations, each network address presents the route of each AS. Note

that in Figure 4, ASl imports routes of AS 2, AS 3 and AS 4. On the other

hand, in Figure 5, AS 2 exports only AS 2 and AS 3. If the operators apply these

configl∬ations to their routers, the router of AS I canno七receive the route of AS

4 so that AS I cannot establish connectivity with AS 4.

Figure l･ Inconsistency ln rOu七e information import

3･2･2 Inconsistency in Route lnformation Export

ln contradiction to above example) we explain a case) which the import sentence

ismissing in the source AS's policy･ If a source AS does not import the destina-

tion AS's route information from the transit AS, the source AS cannot establish

15



aut-zlun: AS l

as-name : E七oⅣet

■■■

impOr七: from AS 2

acceptAS 2, AS3, AS4

■■■

Figl∬e 2･ Policy registered by AS l

aut-nun: AS 2

as-name: SaiⅣet

●●■

export:七o AS l

aLnnOunCe AS 2, AS 3

Figure 3･ Policy registered by AS 2

impor七pro七o bgp as AS 2 (

192･168･2･O masklen 24 exac七;

//route infornatiozl Of AS 2/

192･168.3･O masklen 24 exact;

//route infornation of AS 3/

192･168･4･O masklen 24 exac七;

//route infornation of AS 4/

all res七rict;

)

Figure 4. Configuration on a router in AS I

connectivity between the des七ination AS･ In the followlng eXamPle, we describe

this problem as the inconsistency in rouie informaまion expori.
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proto bgp aspath ･* origin any (

192.168.2.O masklen 24 exact;

//route infornation of AS 2/

192.168.3.O masklen 24 exac七;

//route infornation of AS 3/

all restric七;

)

Figure 5. Configuration on a router in AS 2

Assume that AS l and AS 2 registered the policies shown in Figures 7and 8｡

In this case, the transit provider (AS 2) regis七ered七he proper pohcy according to

the contract. However)inthe policy of AS l, the sentence required to import the

route of AS l ismisslng by accident･ The router configurations genera･ted from

these policies are sbown in Figures 9 and lO･ In七his case, although AS2 exports

routes of AS2) AS3 and AS4) ASl imports only AS2 and AS3･Asa result, AS I

cannot establisb tbe connec七ivity witb AS 4.

Figure 6･ Inconsistency ln rOute information export

Based on these premises, we have claBSi丘ed more details of theseinconsisten-

cies as showninTable l, in which AS-SET object is an aggrega,te of aut-num
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aut-zlun: AS l

as-zlaLme : EtoⅣet

●■■

impOrt: from AS 2

accep七AS 2, AS 3

■■■

Figure 7･ Policy re由stered by AS l

aut-num: AS 2

as-zla皿e : SaiⅣeｾ

■■■

expor七:七o AS l

announce AS 2, AS 3, AS 4

Figure 8･ Policy registered by AS 2

inport proto bgp as AS2 (

192･168.2｡O masklen 24 exac七;

//ro11te information of AS 2/

192.168.3.O masklen 24 exac七;

//route infomation of AS 3/

all事･eStrict;

)

Figure 9. Configwation on a router in AS I

object･ Like an AS specifying another AS as a peer, an AS can also speci& an

AS-SET as a peer.

3･2･3 0ther At七ributes

Althoughthere are severalother attributes and parameters in an aut-numobject,

we focus on inconsistemies classifiedinTable l for this research.
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proto bgp aspath ･* origin any (

192.168.2.O masklen 24 exac七;

//route infornation of AS 2/

192.168.3.O masklen 24 exact;

//route infornation of AS 3/

192.168.4.O masklen 24 exact;

//roⅦte information of AS 4/

all restrict;

)

Figure lO. Con丘guration on a router in AS 2

Table l. Classi丘cation of inconsistencies

Ⅰnconsis七enciesiﾑ

routeinfo土町at.ion

･im por七

peerAS-SET doelsnotexist.onⅠRR database

peerAS does■noteXist.on ⅠRR database

peer~AS doesno七eXporta町rOuteStO.比eAS .

peerAS doesnoteXpor七rou七ewbi血tbeAS■imports

Ⅰnconsistenciesin

routeinform ation

･eXport

peerAS｢SET doesno七eXis七onⅠRR database

ppeerAS dﾑesnoteXis七on ⅠRR database

peerAS does.notim portany routesh:om theAS

peer■AS doesno七im portroutewhich the AS eXports

In impor七and export attributes of an aut-num objec七, RPSL de丘nes aciion at-

tribu七es that enable more detailed configurations, such as MED, Local Prleference

and community parameters, which are described in Figure ll.

impor七: from AS 2

actionpref= 10 ; med=0 ;

connunity. append(10250, (3561 , 101)

acceptAS 2, AS3, AS 4

Figure ll. import sentencewith action attribute
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In tbis case〉 an ac七ion attrib山･e sets a cons七rai血on imported ro1止e pre丘Ⅹes fbr

each parameter･ Of col-e) it is possible that these parameters areinconsistent

with the speci&cation of the peer AS's action attribute･

One of inconsistencies tha,t may disturb connec七ivity between peerlng ASs is

the inconsistency caused by description of Well-KnownCommunity in COMMUI

NITY path attribute･[18] When an AS sets NO_EXPORT COMMUNITY path

attribute to a certain export route) the routewi11 not be announced to the peer

AS･ On七he other hand) if the peer AS configured the policy to imporｾｾhe route,

their policies are inconsistent and the connectivi七y may be dis七wbed.

In this research, to simpli& the classification of inconsistencies, we focus on

only the inconsistencies described in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

Therefore, we focused on inconsistencies classified in Table l in this research.

3.3 Discussion of Required Solution

ln this research? we aim to establish aJ meChanism to conduct accura,te inspection

on aglobalscalewith highe缶ciency. To accomplish this goal, we need the

followlng three sys七ems: a system for arprlOri inspection of a policy's consistency

before it is registered; a, system to aggregate all IRR databases in the world; and

a system to perfbrm a comprebensive inspection of consis七ency in比e aggrega七ed

IRR da七abases.

3･3･1 A-prlOri lnspection of Consistency
●

We propose and implement a system to investigate the consistency of AS policies

in IRR databasesgloba11y･ When an operator intends to register his/her AS,s

POlicy, it is difBcult七o check whether the policy is consistent between peering ASs･

This fact may cause inconsis七encies to arise between pohcies of七he operator,s AS

and peerlng ASs?and we therefore need a system to inspect the consistency of

the policy before it is registeredwith the IRR database.
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3.3.2 Aggrega七ion of IRR Databases

We decided to collect and aggregate a11 policies of IRR databases in the world,

to inspect consis七ency ln mOre detail.

When any orgamization gains an AS numberfrom the RIR, it needs to register

its policywith the IRR database･ However) the IRR server is managed by any

orgamizations as we mentioned in Section 3･1.1･ Therefore, the policies of each AS

are distributed to each of the IRRs･ To inspect the consistency of AS policies, we

have to collect and store them in one place･ Because the databases are open to

the public) we decided to co11ect al1 55 of the accessible IRR databases including

RIPE, RADB and APNIC. In this paper, we call the collected databases the

UniBed IRR Daiabase.

Uni丘ed IRR Da七abase

Now) we describe the algorithm of the Unified IRR Database･ Basically, we

extract all of auｾｰnum Objectsfrom each IRR databaseふnd store them in the

Umiaed IRR Database. aut-numobject in the Unified IRR Database consists of

AS number, import sentences - and export sentences･ At this moment, we should

notice that there are duplicate aut-num objects registered imio multiple IRRs. In

this case) we merge them based on the followingru1es･

1｡ Restructure the duplicate aut-num objects as a aut-numobject and store

impor七and export sentences in i七.

2･ If multiple sentences import di#erent routes from same peer AS, store both

sentences in separate･ Treat multiple export sentences as same.

3･ If multiple sentences import same routes from same peer AS and they have

di#ertmi ac七ions, check the updated date and adopt the most up-to-date

sen七ence.

4･ In the above step) if the updated dates of both sentences are same) deter-

mine they are inconsistentand discard them. Because we can n.t decide

automa七ically whi血sen七ence is tbe valid direction.
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We have considered another algorithm that is to adopt the most up-to-date

｡bjec七and discard the o七her instead of merglng them･ However, - decided to

merge them because the operatormight divide the AS's informationinto several

parts and register them into multiple IRRs intentionally･

3.3.3 Comprehensive lnspection

By aggregating IRR databases as described above) we can perform a comprehen-

r sive inspection of all the accessible IRR databases currently in operation･ Then,

as described in section 3･3･1) we can make clear the need for a-priori inspection

… of the policies.

3･4 Designlng the lnspection System
●

Before implementing these systems) we have to discuss the adequacy of our

methodology comparedwithalternative proposals for aggregation of IRR databases.

Then we have to consider the synchronization of the Unified IRR Database and

仏e Public IRRs.

3A･1 Using Whois Query

As analternative proposaJl, we could use whois[19] query to perform a-priori

inspection･ IRRd has whois interface to provide us registered ASs'information.

When we send a query that specifies a particular AS number to an IRR server, the

IRmisends back七o us a response that includes the speciaed AS,s informa七ion [13] ･

Using this function) we canimplement the followlng SyStem: When the system

receives a query of policy inspec七ion) i七sends whois queries to IRRs) then it can

collect peer ASs'policies.

On the other hand) as described in Section 3･3･2) each AS)s policy is deployed

in IRRs that are also repeated throughout the world･ Besides that, there is no

aPPropriate way to know which IRR the required policy is in, so that it is diEicult

to perform a-priori inspection if an the IRR databases are not imiegrated･

For this reason) we decided to construct the Unified IRR Databa8e instead of

using a whois query･
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3･4･2 Database Synchroni2;ation

We decided to update the Unified IRR Database every thirtyminu七es for the fol-

lowlng reaSOn･ In current operation of IRR, many IRRsmirror their information

each other every thirtyminutes. On the other hand, there are some IRR?七hat

mirrors once a day･ Therefore, the Uniaed IRR Database upda七es its da,tabase

every thirty minutes in accordancewi七h the shortest cycle of the other IRRs.

In this case, the time lag between the Unified IRR Database and a certain IRR

may be one hour at a maximum･ Considering that there are IRRs thatmirrors

once a day) we determine that this time lag does not lead to critical problems of

inspection.

3･5 Proposed System and lmplementation

To investigate and prevent the inconsistencies) we propose Policy Check Server?

which consists of three ma,in components as follows.

'To inspect consistency between ASs) we need the complete set of policies

for a11 the accessible IRR databases in the world･ Therefore, we constructed

the Uni&ed IRR Database by DBGeneraior.

｡ To make clear the necessity of inspecting consistency of policies, Daiabase

Checker is produced) which inspects how many inconsistencies exist on the

Uni丘ed IRR Da七abase.

'Policy Checkergives an opportmity to an AS's operator to inspect whether

his policy is consistentwith the policies of its peerlng ASs･

3.5.1 DBGenerator

DBGenerator collec七s policiesfrom IRRs, and aggregates them as the Umi丘ed IRR

Database･ AlthoughASs'policies are dispersed across a number of independemi

public IRRs) most of public IRRs aremirrored &om RIPE) RADB and APNIC,

and available for everyonewith constraints about redistributi.n. DBGenerat.r
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then injects the AS objects into a database, which is constructed by PostgreSQL

database･ In the aggregation process, if there are an AS's duplicated objects

in SeVeral IRRs, DBGenerator aggregates and reconstructs theminto an object

rather than discard either one of them･ Thus, DBGenerator tries to collect an

AS'B POlicies as much as possible.

3.5.2 Database Cbecker

Database Checker inspects how many inconsistencies exist on the Unified IRR

Database･ Itinspects all the policies in the Unified IRR Database according to

比e algori比m shown in Figure 12.

The algoritlmconsists of three phases.

1･ Database Checker specifies the peer AS by import or export sentences)

and bolds the peer AS as an AS object. If the peer AS does not exis七

on the Unified IRR DatabaBe, Da七abase Checker records this fact as an

inconsist ency｡

2･ Database Checker compares import sentences of the input AS and export

sen七ences of tbe peering AS･ If tbe peering AS does not haⅦ an export

sentence which specifies the input AS as a peer like this:

● export:七o input ASannounce AS 3...

Database Checker records七his fact as an inconsistency･ Otherwise) Database

Checker determines whether the peerlng AS exports the route prefix which

the AS intends to importfrom･ If it does not, Database Checker records the

fact as an inconsistency･ h the next phase? Database Checker compares the

exPOrt SentenCeS Of the input AS and the import sentences of the peering
AS.

3･ Database Checker outputs the collected inconsistencies to a logfi1e･
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[ specify peerJ'rLg AS ]

extTaCt imporl. expon sentences from input AS obJ'ect ;

if (the peen'ng AS (oT AS-SET) exists on database) †

create J'Autnumd obiect as a peen'ng AS ;

1erse(

wam as arl itlCOnS]s(ellCY uPeerAS (AS･SE77 doesnY eJrl'st on胴J7血由baseJ';

)

【 jnspection of import sentence 7

for (nLJmber of jmpor( Sentence of jnput AS) (

for (number of export sentence of peeT AS) (

if (the export sentence of peer AS specWy input AS as a peer) (

if (lhe sentence doesn't export required routes) (

wq77 aS an L'J7COn由teITCY nPeeT^S doesn't expoTt rO〟Ee whicl1肋e AS I･mpQTZs T･

)

ielse(

wam as an iTICOnSJ-dency J'PeerAS doesn'E叩Ort any rDuねS Lo tJle AS ,,

)

)

)

【 irISPeCtjon of expc-rt SenteJICe ]

for (number of expoTt SentenCe Of jnpLJt AS) (

for (ntJmber of import sentence of peer AS) (

if (the imporl sentence ofpeeT AS specNy input AS as a peer) f

if (the sentence doesn't impo托required routes) (

wam as &n (neot7S1～stencY dPeeTr^S doesn't ]mport Tqute Whl'ch tJ7e AS expo血,･

)else(

船m aS aII inconsjsEerICy ''PeerAS doestl'L叫port aTIyTOufes hm幼e ASu ,･

)

)

)

Figure 12･ Inspecfion Algorithm

As we explained in Section 311, IRRs do not hold all of the AS objects in the

lnternet･ Regarding this issue) the followlng SituaJtion can be assumed.

Since an AS imports 50 route prefixes &om its peer AS) if the peer AS is not

registeredwith any IRR, it is assumed that Policy Checker issues 50 warnlngS for

every route prefix･ However, the inconsistencies are based on a single factor: the

peer AS is not registeredwith any IRR･ To eliminate these redundant warnings,

- bind up tbese inconsistencies in one inconsistency) wbicb is "peer AS does no七
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exist On IRR databasen ･ Policy Checker is designed to detect this inconsistency

uBing the algorithm shown above (Figure 12).

3.5.3 Policy Checker

policy Checkergives an operator the opportunity to inspect the policy which

he/sheintends to register with an IRR database･ Policy Checker keeps all of the

latest entries of an IRR database as the Unified IRR database) which is made by

DBGenerator) so that it is suitable for Policy Checker to be managed inside an

IRR server.

The且ow of the process is as follows.

1･ T血e policy input by the opera七or is trans血tted to Policy Cbecker.

2･ Policy Checker createsanAS objectfrom the input policy and transmits it

to Database Checker.

3･ Database Checker then inspects the consistency between lnPut pOlicyand

the peer AS)s policy, as describedinsec七ion 3.5.2.

4･ Database Checker returns the collected inconsistencies to Policy Checker.

5･ Policy Checker generates an HTML document h:om the result of the inspec-

tion) and displays it on the operator〉s web browser.

Th6 process of inspection starts on a web-basedinterface which is deployed as

a Java serv1et on TOMCAT (Web application server). If any inc｡nsistencies are

detected) Policy Checker displays wamings on the operator,s web browser. The

oPerator of the AS may then correct the corresponding entries and register the

consistent policy･ The basic composi七ion is shownin Figl∬e 13,上
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Figlue 131 BaBic components of Po止cy Checker

3･6 Analysis of lnspection Results

we built up the UniRed IRR Databasefrom 55 public IRR8 BuCh as RIPE†Leve13,

RAI)B, Cable and Wirele甲, APNIC, Verio and so on･ Most of these da七ab8LSeS

are m血ored by RADB, 80 that we obtained them from RADB IRR server･ The

li8t Of the collected main objects and attributes in the Uni丘ed IRR DatabaBe is

血own in Table 2.

AB a re8dt of our investigation, we havefound that 71･2% of the 12,582

registered ASs in IRRB have at le弧t Oneinconsistency which is Bhown in Table l･

These results are showninmore detai1 in FiglEe 14, which indicates that there iB

variation in the n11mber of incoｺ5iB七encies aL:COrding to the AS number. h other

words, inconsistency decreaBeB aS the AS nunber becomeB larger･
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Table 2. List of Objects and Attributes

Objec七s / Attributes NuⅡ1b er

aut-nu血object , 12,583

as-setobject 4,807

･routeobject 296,035

importseⅠ止ence 52,986

eXportsentence 51,107

We assume that ASs who have sma11er AS numbers have many inconsistencies

because of following reason･ AS numbers are assigned in an orderfrom smal1er

one to larger one by RIRs) therefore? sma11er AS numbers are asslgned earlier time

than larger AS numbers･ The difFerence of the assigned time between smaller a,nd

larger AS numbers may affect the numbers of the inconsistencies･ In other words,

it is thought that an AS which has a smaller AS number tends to have many peers,

so that the AS has _many import or export sentences and many inconsistemies.
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Figure 14. Nulnber of inconsistencies in each AS
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In Figure 14, we divided the AS numbers into every lOOO numbers and cal-

culated the average of the number of inconsistencies in each slot･Asthe result,

Figure 15 shows the averages of inconsistencies per lOOO ASs･ By this &gure,

it became clear tha七old ASs (ASs wbich bave smaller AS mmbers) bave Ⅱmch

inconsistencies than newer ASs.

Figure 15 also shows the rate of each type of the inconsistencies classified

in Table l･ One of the notable features of thisfigure is that inconsistency of

Peer AS doesn'i import/expori rouie which ihe AS exporis/imports increases as

the AS number becomes smaller･ This fact means that althoughmany old ASs

specify peer ASs in their routing policy) they do not import or export necessary

routes･ We suppose tha七old ASs ma;y have many peer ASs, so七hat it is di凪cult

to describe the correct route information.
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Figure 15･ Averages of lnconsistencies per lOOO ASs

Details of the inconsistenciesinall registered AS policies are shownin Table 3.

In Table 3? the "RaJte乃column shows the rate of ASs which have any of classi丘ed

inconsistencies in all 12)582 ASs･Asa sigmificant result, we found that the rate of

七wo categories Peer AS doe-oi expori any rouies and Peer AS does noi impori
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-any rouies are particularly higher than the other categories･ This result means

七hat, althougha particular peer AS exists in the IRR database, the peer AS

does nOt SPeCi& the AS as a peer･ RPSL is designed to describe the routing

co血軸1EaJtion, particularly for import and export sentences. Altholﾕghoperators

can increase七heir e瓜ciency of operation on the BGP network by generating

router configurations &om IRR database automatical1y, we found out that this

functionality is hardly used at all.

Table 3. Details of inconsistencies

Classi丘ca七ion Inconsisten七

ASs

Ra七e

(in 12,582 ASs)

1 P eer A S-SE T d oes n o七eX ist 64 0.5%

2 P eer A S d oes not ex ist 4,876 - 38.6%

3 P eer A S d oes■not eX p ort any -rou七es 5,553 4 4.1%

4 P eer A S d oes n ot im p ort any ro11teS ･5,437 4 3.2%

5 ･P eer .A S■d oes n o七ex port eXp ec七ed route 444 3.5%

6 P eer A S do es n ot im p ort exp ected route 728 5 .8%

T otal bf h consistent A S 8953 71 .2%

3.7 Performance Evaluation

Database Checker spent 2100 seconds to inspect the whole database. Since the

number of registered aut-numobjects is 12,582 entries, it takes an average of O.17

seconds to inspect each aut-numobject･ However, thisfigl∬e is just an a;verage

for each inspec七ion) and actua11y the time for each inspection increases hnearly

with the number of importand export sentences･ It is thought that the number

of policies in IRR databases wnl increase) so that it is necessary to reduce the

tine for the inspection.

Because Database Checker sends several queries to PostgreSQL database for

every import and export sentence while it inspects the policy) it is clear that the

majority of the time requiredfor the inspection process is spent for disk I/0. In
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future work, therefore, we will improve the performance of Database Checker by

optimizing thealgorithm to reduce the number of physicaldisk I/Os.

3.8 Related Work

The Routing Registry Consistency Check (RRCC) project 【15, 20] reports in-

consistency between IRR databases and the real lnternet. Tools which detect

inconsistencies are available on their web site.

The de丘mition of RRCCﾌs 〃inconsisiencynis a gap be七weenanAS)s policyand

actually advertised rou七e prefixes s11Ch as: route prefixes which are no七adver-

tised on the real lnternet althoughthey are registered on the IRR databaBe, and

route prefixes which are not registered on the IRR database althoughthey are
advertised on七he real ln七ernet.

On the other hand) o1∬ reSearCb detects inconsistency among the registered

policies･ Since bo七h of RRCC and our resea血aim to improⅦ tbe iI止egrity of

IRR databases by correcting their inconsistencies) these two studies complement

each otber.

3.9 Discussion

ln七his section, we will consider the detai1 classification of inconsistencies such as

Well-Known Community problem as we mentioned in Section 3.2.3.

Wealso need to consider七he aggregationalgoritlmof the Umi鮎d IRR Database.

In this paper) we discarded duplicated sentences on multiple IRR databases. We

discuss七be otber algoritbms thaｾｾakes in both of duplicated sentences｡

3･9･1 Consistency Chain

By correcting inconsistencies between peerlng ASs, we believe that it is possible

to exchange route information between ASs that are not directly peerlng･ Even-

tually, it will bealso possible to improve the consistency of a11 IRR databases.

For example) consider the situation shown in Figure 16･ In this situation) the

requirement is togive AS I connectivity to AS 2and AS 3. To complete this

requirement, each AS has to declare that itwi11 import or export expected routes.
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1. At the initial s七ate (Figure 16(a)), AS 2 does not export the rou七e of AS 3

to AS l･ nlrthermore, AS 3 does not export the route of AS 3 i七self七o AS

2. At this state,仇e ro1止e of AS 3 is never七ransmiｾｾed to AS l, so that AS

I cannot establish connectivity to AS 3.

2. At this state, if operators use Policy Checker, it tells them that AS 2 does

not export the expected route to AS 3, so that the operator of AS 2 would

be able to correct the corresponding entry (Figure 16(b)).

3. However, at the next state (Figure 16(c)), Policy Checker tells the opera,tor

of AS 3 that AS 3 does not export any routes to AS 2･ On this warning,

J the operator of AS 3 would be able to subjoin an entry properly.

4. As a res山t, tbe policies of eadl AS are correc七ed and AS l is able to receive

the rou七e of AS 3 (Figl∬e 16(d))｡

Final1y) connectivity between AS l and AS 3 is established･ This connectivity

is established only when operators useJ Policy Checkerand correct the correspond-

ing en七ries･ Tlms) by uslng Policy Checkerl i七is possible to check consistency

between ASs that are not directly peering･

In the near future, weintend toinvestigate this functionality of aonsisiency

Clhain inal1 accessible IRR databases.

3･10 IRR Object Garbage Collector

As we me血oned a七the beginnlng Of仙s cbapter) - bave designed and血ple-

mented "IRR Object Garbage Collector" , which forces owners of objects in IRR

database to upda七e their objec七s in a certain period･ The main pl叩OSe Of this

eqort isalso to improve the reliability of IRR database. IRR database stores

various kinds of objects that are registered by maintainers of each AS so that

IRR database reEects practicalstate of currentinter-domain network･ =owever)

IRR accumulates objects which are not updated for a long-term after they are

registered･ These objects lose to血w地tbe prac七ical ne七Ⅶrk opera七ion, as a
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result, they impair the reliability of IRR database. Althoughthis issue is well

knownas the mR 's 9arba9e Objeci problem for a long time, no countermeasures

have been taken for this issue.

Asa solution for this issue, we have designed and implemented IRR ob-

jeci 9arba9e COllecior, which isanattempt to reduce garbage objects in an IRR

database･ IRR object garbage collector classifies objects into followingfow cat-

egories baBed on -chan9ed五eld of each objec七.

｡ imitialstate‥ objects that are newly registered or updated

+ expired: objects that are not changed for a certain period after registered

or upda七ed

+ access precluded: objects that are not changed for a certain period after

expired

ln this state, the objects are removed from the database and st.red in a

temporary丘1e.
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● dele七ed: objects tha七are not requested to recover by七heir owner払r a

certain period a氏er accesses七o tbem are precllﾕded

ln this state, these objects are removed from the repositoryfi1e and they

are completely disposed丘･om IRR.

According to these states, IRR object garbage co11ector executes following

proCeSSeS｡

手Check and prenoti丘cation of expiration Based on changed dates, the system

血ecks wbe七ber ea血objec七is expired or no七･ If it is expired,比e sys七em

sends a prenotification of the expiration to the maintainer of the object by

an e-mail.

'access preclusion and notification After the expiration date, if an object

is not updated in a certain period? the system temporari1y removes the

objectfrom IRR database, and sends a noti&cation to the maintainer. The

object becomes hidden &om users of IRR after this process. and stored in

a repositoryfi1e for a certain term.

'deletion The objects in the repository &le are deleted in this process unless

the maintainers of those objects request to restore them in a certa,in period.

'display a list of expiration dates of objects For the maintainers of each

object, IRR object garbage collectorfeattues a function to displa;y七he exI

piration dates of objectswith the web browser.

After the imitial test operation) this system is deployed aJnd in operation on the

IRR server of JPNIC･ In the initialoperation) the system published notifications

of expiration for the 180 objects that is not updated for over twelve months,

and these noti&cations were sent to 24 maintainers of each object. After three

months of the initial operation, in the access preclusion process,mine objects tha,t

is maintained by three maintainers were removedfrom database to the repository

fi1e･ Accordingly, it is clear that most objects were updated after they are expired

by the day of access preclusion process･ By long-term operation of IRR objec七

garbage collector, itwi11 keep highintegrity IRR database.
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3.11 Field Work at JPIRR

Asa proof of our activities as JPNIC IRR Plannlng Team, we show the current

status of the consistency in JPIRR database･ TaJble 4 represents the comparison

of the rate of ASs wbich haⅥ∋ one or more inconsistencies.

Table 4. Comparison of the lnconsistent ASs

1 A S-SE 甘 does _not eXist 0 ■ 0% 0 .5%

2 A S does n ot eXist 2 5.4% 38 .8%

3 A S does n o七eXp ort any rou_tes 15 40.5% 44.1%

.4 A S d oes n ot im p ort any routeS 15. 4 0.5% L43.2.%

5 A S d oes not.eX p ort .exp ected route 1 ･ 2 .7% 3.5%

6 A S d oes no七im p ort eXp ected rou te 2 5.4% - 5.8%

T btal ofⅠn■consistent A S 15 40.5% 71.2 %

In every type of inconsistency, ASsinJPIRR showed lower rate of inconsis-

tency than ASs in Umified IRR･ Althoughthe number of the stored AS policies

in JPIRR is 37, fewer than Unified IRR, this re8ultindicates JPIRR users'high

awareness of regis七ering correc七policies than the otber IRRs'Ⅶers.

However, the rates of inconsistencies "AS does not expori / impori any rouies" are

much higher than the other inconsistencies in JPIRR. Therefore, it is still nec-

essary to appealthe importance of keeplng COnSistency of AS policies to enable

PBRM metbod.

Asanother aspect of ourfield work, we compared the update status of objects

in tJni丘ed IRR and JPIRR･ Figure 5 shows tba七most objects in JPIRR are

updatedwithin two years whereas there are many objects which are not updated

since 1990's in Unified IRR･ In Unified IRR, there are even many objects which

are not updated since 1995, and most of th占se objec七s do no七reaec七curreI止

routing policies･ On the other hand, althoughJPIRR has been in operation for

only fow years since 2002, objects in JPIRR have been updated at least one
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time. IRR Object Garbage Collector permits an object's expiration term to be

maximum twO yearS, SO eVen the olde8t Objects in JPIRR have been updated in

2003.

Table 5･ Comparison of Changed Date

(b∈あre) 1999 10175 8% 0 0%

2000 5690 4% 0 0%

- 2001 11376 ･ 9% 0 0%

2002 14680 11% 0 0%

2003 19632 15% 10 1%

,2004 28236 21% 28 . 2%

2005 39478 30% 1356 96%

2006 2318 2% _ 13 1% ■

to七a1 131585 1407

In this way? AS operators ob七ain precise no七ifications) which are the opportunities

to check whether their registered policies are correct or not. In this regard, we

did not employ a way to correct AS policies automatica11y because a modification

which is contraxy to the operator'sintention would cause enormous i血Auence to

theglobalInternet･ To advance the use of IRR for the deployment of PBRM

method) tools are required) which help AS operators to use IRR more convemiently

8uch as policy Check Server and IRR Object Garbage Collector.

1 3･12 Summary

ln this chapter) a deployment of PBRM method in inter-domain network opera-

tion was discu8Sed･ Since there are RPSL, IRR and IRRTooISet which are a set

of operation tools to support BGP network operation) we decided to follow and
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advance the use of them･Asour effor七s, Policy Check Server and IRR Objec七

Garbage Collector were proposed to improve the reliability of IRR database.

We defined and classified inconsistencies in IRR databaBe into two categories,

"inconsisまency in rouie informaiion impori and exporf', which can po七emiially

disrupt七he connectivity between peerlng ASs.

Based on this classification, we proposed Policy Check Server which enables

to inspect a management policy in advance of a registration. Policy Check

Server consists of七hree components, DBGeneraior, Policy Checker and Daiabase

Checker･ Database Checker is a system to iIⅣeS七igate the consistency of AS poli-

cies in all accessible IRR databases in the world･Asa result of theinvestigation

by Database Checker, we have found that 71.2% of ASs have one or more in-

consistencies･ From this result, we advocate that AS operators should take the

consistency between the other ASs'policies into consideration before registering

it to IRR･ To complement this concept) Policy Checker was implemer[ted, which

glVeS a Web interfaces to check mutualrelations of AS pohcies.

Asanother activity, we implemented IRR Object Garbage Co11ector which

put a term limit of 12 months to objects in IRR database., In every month, IRR

Object Garbage Collector sends noti丘ca七ion messages of objec七s'expira七ion七o

users, and then deletes expired objects. It alsogives operators a web interface to

check their objects'status.

Currently, Policy Check Serverand IRR Object Garbage Collector are imple-

mented andinoperation a七JPNIC as itsfirst s七ep of deployment. After七hree

years of the operation, the higher consistency of JPIRR database is indicated in

comparisonwith the other IRRs.
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4. Policy-Based Cost Assignment Algorithm for

lntra-Domain Network

Thi8 Chapter describes a proposal of a link cost assignment algorithm and system

for OSPF routers, asanadoption of PBRM method inintra-domain network｡

The propOSal defines the policy as "a rouie selection criieria based on capabiliiy

of links between objeciive nodes, such as delay, bandwidth and siabilitd', then a

system is proposed, which employs a multiple dimensional constraints and linear

p: programing method･
As same a5 iI止er-domain network,七he number of routers in intra-domain

network is increaslng year by year･ In recent years, there is a wide variety of

services which involve real-time and bursty trafBc such as Voice over IP (VOIP)

and video s七reaming service as well as Ⅵ7WW and e-mail･ To provide these

services concurrently, operators have to asslgn aPPrOPriate routes to each service.

Althoughrouters in anintra-domain network autonomously form connections

with neighbor routers〉 it is difBcult to confi糾re the rou七e selection for every

services by manual1y･ A route selection is implemented by configuring cost of

each lhk in OSPF, the co血mon routing pro七ocol in intra-domain networks. In

the process of the configura;tion, operators have to assign the link costs in the

whole network by丘ne-tuming, whereas BGP allows to speci& a transit route

explicitly･ Inthe current network operation) operators have to assign link costs

manually･ Since co血figurlng link cos七becomes d皿cult according to increase of

network nodes) operators have to spend much time and血man resources for

router config1∬ations.

On the other hand) there are several tools which apply the Simple Network

Management protocol (SNMP) [22], and are commonly used to support ne七work

･ opera七ion･ These tools reduce the b血den of configurlng rOuterS by hiding difEer-

ences between vendor-specific commandswith Graphical User lnterfaces (GUI)

or more user-friendly commands･ Althoughoperators use these tools, they sti11

have to assign the actualhnk cos七s･ In other words, these tools apply hnk cos七s

to routers) but they do not asslgn the appropriate link costs･ In addition) there
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are some proposals of link cost generation which employ heuris+uic algorit111m and

geneticalgorithm as we describefrom the next section. Because the objective of

these proposals is just the equalization of network utilization, they are unsuitable

for the route selection based on the type of network usage･

The PBRMaims to realize a more simple management process of route selections

than existing network management method･ We assume that there a,re multiple

dimensional policies on each pair of objec七ive nodes. Therefore we de丘ne the

policy in intra-domain networks as Ha route seleciion criieria based on capability

of links between ob3'eciive nodes, such as delay, bandwidih and siability".

In this chapter) we define a policy description methodfirstly,and then anal-

gorithm is proposed) which automatically generates link costs for multiple routers

h:om a policy concurrently･

4.1 Related Works

ln this section) we will review previous work on link cost de七ermination algori七hⅡほ

based on network conditions･ In IGP protocols such aB Open Shortest Path First

(OSPF) [23] and IS-IS, primary and secondaxy route is determined based on link

cos七s configured by operators･ Althoughcon丘gunng link costs has a significant

impact on ne七work management) it is more di凪cult as network becomes larger･

To reduce operatorsl burdens) some link cost determination algorithms have

been proposed.

4･1･1 He11ristic Algorithm

The link cost determinationalgoritlmproposed by Fortz and Thorup [6] adopted

a heuristic algori七hm for tra丘c englneerlng tO derive semi-optimal route selec七ion.

h this approach) a penalty is applied to the link when theflow ra,te exceeds a

certain七hreshold) and a new cost is Tthen set which prevents subsequent overAow

of the link･ By applying this rule to all links) network usability was improved･

Since link costs before and after adoption of this approach may differ vastly) it
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may take a long time for convergence･ Pham [24] modi&ed Fortz and Thorup's

approach by limiting the range of the change) and reduced the convergence time･

4.1.2 Genetic Algorithm

Mulyana [7] applied a geneticalgorithm (GA)for cost determination･ This ap-

proach applies the number of routers) number of links and their bandwidth) uti-

1ization ra七e and its average, and ctwrent link costs七o a genetic algorithm for

cost determination･ Link costs were compared before and after adoption of the

algorithm as a constraint for fast convergence･

4.1.3 Problem of Related Works

The purposes of these approaches are to automate network operation. Link costs

are determined and configl∬ed dynamically, without the operator's burden, and

in this respect, their approaches satis& the requirements of automated operation.

In cINrent Standard network operation) opera七ors seldom use these techmiques,

and they sti11 determine link costs manua11y. We assume this is because the

existing aJPPrOaChes do not reAect operator's genuine requirements; operators do

not really want to equalize the rate offlow across the network, but just to apply

their ownorgamizations) policies to particular routes.

We discuss七his issue in more detail, and show oIN PrOPOSed solution七o this

problem, in the followlng SeC七ion･

4･2 Policy-Based Cost Assignment Algorithm

The purpose of our approach is to determine link costs automatica11y based on

a policy･ In our approach, operators need only to speci& their r?uting policy,

that is, their preferences such as delay'bandwidth and stability･ Our system

selects the most preferred route which satisfies the glVen POlicy)and then asslgnS

aPPropriaJte COStS for each link･ In this section? we show the basic algorithm used

in our approach.
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4･2･1 De丘nition of Policy

Before describing olばaPPrOaCh, we need to define the word policy･ Policy is

an operator's selection of routes based on delay) ba･ndwidth and stability･ The

operator can choose the most preferred parameter &om delay) bandwidth and

stability on each route between a certain source and destinati.n.

The meanlngS Of these parameters are as follows.

'delay: one-way transmission delay

+ bandwidth: bandwidth of eachinterface on a r.uter

. stability: the number of times tha,t a link is down for a certain period

Preferences of Routes

How are parameters selected on a real network? We have to consider both the

local prleferlenCe and ihe 9lobal preference.

The localpreference is a preference for links on certainsource and destination

nodes･ For example:

｡ An operator may prefer awider band link on a route be七ween a WWW

server andanegress router) on the assumption that collisions by many

accesses and attacks may otherwise occur.

'An operator may prefer a more stable link on a backbone route.

. An operator may prefer a low-delay link on a route for applications that

are sensitive to delay, such as VoIP and streamlng･

Theglobal preference is a single policy tha,t is applied across the netw.rk. F.r

example:

●Anoperator may choose between delay) bandwidth or s七abihty as the pref-

erence for the whole network except on routes where local preferences are

applied.
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'If a network failure occurs on some links, an operator may switch to more

stable links on an al七ernative route to prevent network丑applng･

Operators do no七need to apply local preferences to every route in the ne七work,

b血only to certain routes･

A set of七hese preferences is de丘ned as the policy. Policy is not based on

utihzation of a ne七work) b11t On management Preferences which reAect operators'

actualin七entionsflexibly.

We propose a link lcost determination algorithm in which operators just need

to speci& lo'calpreferences and aglobal preference. The basic algorithm is shown

in the next section.

4.2.2 Assignment Algorithm

The algorithm consists mainly of three phaBeS= Primary and secondary route

selection) consirlaints deierminaiion and link cosis deiermination･ The purpose

of each phase is as follows. ＼

1･ primary and secondary r10uie selection

ln this phase, an operator can specifya preference for a route between

certain sourceand destination nodes,and also 8PeCifya preference for an

alternative route in the case of network fail1Ⅱe between the nodes. Based

on these preferences) our system determines primary and secondary routes

betweenal1 nodes in the whole network.

2. constrainis deiermination

托om the selec七ed routes) our sys七em determines constraints to derive ap-

PrOPriate costs by■ using linear programming [25, 26, 27] in pha点e 3.

3. 1ink cosis deierminaiion

Final1y) our system determines the costfor each link uslng linear program-

ming･
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The speci丘c processes of each phase are described below.

Primary and Secondary Route Selection

ln this section) we describe the algoritlmto select primary and secondary routes

be七ween source and destina七ion nodes in the wbole network･ In仙s phase, ㈹

decide primary and secondary routes for each pair which consists of all nodes in

the network.

Atfirst) our system decides pseudo-costs that are temporary parameters to

derive primary and secondary routes from speci丘ed localandglobalpreferences｡

Besides these preferences, we use some more parameters (Di,･, Bi3･, Si3･) that are

glVen丘om network conditions.

These parameters are defined as follows.･

● delay:

When the result of an Round Trip Time (RTT) measl∬ement between七wo

routers iand j (Xij(msec)) isgiven, the value of delay (Di,･) parameter is

■ de丘ned as

Di3･ - Xi3･ (Xi31 > 0)

● bandwidth:

When the bandwidth of a link between routers i and j (Yi3,(Mb/s)) isgiven,

the value of bandwidth (Bi3･) is defined as

Bi3･-yli3･ (Yi3･>0)

･ s七abili七y:

The stability value is determined by thefrequency of Link State Advertise-

ment (LSA) type-4 packets'appearance･When the number offrequencies

on router i (Zi) and j (Zj) aregiven, the stability value of the link between

the routers (Sij) is defined as

Si31 - Zi + Z3･ (Zi,Z,･ ≧ 0)
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For a route between certain sollrCe and destination nodes, the localpreference

or仏e global pr曲rence me弧S the priority of tbese parameters･ The bigber七he

priority become? the more the operator should define a greater coe氏cient･ The

preferences are eXPreSSed as coefBcients (α, β, and 7) in the following pseudo-

cost (PC) calculation formula:

1 1

pc -珂群Dij ･益βBi3･ ･珂示TSi3･
In this fomula, SD(D), SD(B), SD(S) are the standard deviation of each

value of delay, bandwidthand stability on the all links in the network. We旧ed

血e reciprocal of the s七andard deviation to correct也e disproportion of仙e vahe

that is caused by the difference of the measure. In the next step, we apply these

pseudo-c6sts and link parameters to Dijkstra algorithm to derive the primary and

secondary routes.

Fig 17 is an example which shows how pseudo-costs are derived &omgiven

parameters (Di3･, Bi3･, Sij) and the operator's preferences (α, β, 7)･ Ⅰ七also shows

that the primary route is selected based on the pseudo-costs.

L_;=-_Il-=享-; t :-L ==-_i-=t---- --f-1_:?;t;_i ≒
Figure 17. Primary Route between s, t

By the way? in ol∬ aPPrOaCh) therewi11 be multiple costs on a link) because

Primary and secondary routes are set for each pair which consists of the all nodes

in the network･ As a result, there is a possibility that our algorithm determines
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a closed path with the already derived primary or secorldary routes･ lTn Fig 18)

the routefrom node s to k via node i is selected as the primary route between

nodes s and t･ On the other hand, the routefrom node s to kvia node jis also

selected as the primary route between node s and k. These routes form a closed

path, so that it is di瓜cult七o decide which route should be selected.

･ -<--丁7=;_T-_:--二:-1-7+二

Figure 18. Closed Path

To avoid this problem, we made a followlng Change to Dijkstra Algorithm:

when our sys七em de七ects a route which comprises a closed path on ano七her route)

it does not update the shortest pathwith the route.

Now we explain the determination algorithm of a secondary route.When

a certain link is assumed to be down) our system丘rst detects pairs of source

and destination nodes whose primary routes are inEuenced by the link down. It

then detemines secondary routes for each detected pair of nodes uslng the same

algorit血m as tbe primary route.

Constraints Determina七ion

Having detemined primary and secondary routes forall nodes in the network)

our system now derives the constraints七o determine the UniPed Link Costs,

which are the actual hnk costs of a router con丘guration･ This is done by using

七he fblloⅥng r山es:

｡ cost of pr血ary rou七e < cost of secondary route
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'cost of primary route < cost of each route except the primary route

･ cost of secondary route < cost of each route except primary and secondary

routes

By applying these rules to all routes, we canobtain the constraints for lin-

ear programmlng de七ermination of Uni丘ed Link CostsI However, i七costs a vast

amount of computa七ional time e鮎r七s to search all routes between source and

destination nodesand derive constraints for them･ To reduce the computation,

we searched only routes consisting of two paths: the shortest path between the

source node and the node adjacent to the destination node; and the path be-

tween the adjacent node and the destina,tion node. This practice reduces the

computationalcomplexity to O(n3).

This mechanism is illustrated in Fig 19･

■一一ｰヽ●､

′0二--..f''､'l･t･;∵二･○､
卜十○‡

+...-I-...(

- Primary Route

-･一Secondary Route

Figure 19. ConstraimiRoute

Let us ass--e that Xsrc,dst is the七otal cost of七he primary route between七he

soINCe and destination nodes) Y8rC,dsi is七he七otal cost of the route between source

and destination nodes, and WTsrc,dst is the cost of the link be七weenanadjacent

node and the destination n.de.

With these aBSumPtions, the following constraints axe formedwith七he adja-

cent nodes %,2', k･
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Xsi<Yst

Ysi < Xsi + WTi毛

Hereafter) we call the route the consiraini rouie which is expressed by Xsi +

WTit.

According to the algorithm described below, we can now derive the constraints

for the primary, secondary and constraint routes.

Link Cost Determination

Having de七ermined the constraints, we now explain how to derive the Unified

Link Costsfrom those constraints.

Wben the fblloⅥng de丘nitions are glVen:

'adjacency matrices of primary, secondary, and constraint routes,

respectively: Cpij ) Csij) Cci3･･

'aJ Set Of link cost of each route: Xi3･

+ any positive integer: E

we can express the cons七raiI止s as fb皿ows.

n n

∑∑(Csi3･ - Cpij)Xi,･ < E
i-13'-0

包

n n

∑∑(ccij - Csi,.)Xi,･ < E
i=13'-O

Xi3･≧ 1, (i-1,2,3-,n), (j-1,2,3...,n)

These are linear inequalities of Xi,･ that have adjacency matrices. as coeEi-

cients･ Consequently) we can solve these constraint?with linear programing by

glVlng an Objectivefunction･ Optimizationwith the objective function is n.t so

important) however) because o1汀gOal is not七he optimization but rather to derive

costs w血icb just fu旺山opera七ors'policy｣
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Operators do not usually set each cost in increments of one? because if they

want to add new links in the network? or if they change their policy la七er, they

need slack between each cost value to avoid haJVing to change all the costs on

each link. To derive costs that have appropriate slack between each other, we

血old costs as low as possible, and mu比iply them depending on opera七ors'needs.

under this assumption, we de丘ne七he objective function as follows.

n n

min∑ ∑ Xij
i-1j-O

We can now obtain the Unified Link Costs by applying these constraints and

objectivefunctions for linear prograrrmng.

4.3 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of our proposed algoritlm. The architecture of七his

system is shown in Fig 20.

L c仰主tふitnTs Dete-in_ation

==● ■.●. - ■-.●

｣垂垂竺se･edion

t;econdary Fbute Tedion

Figure 20. System Architecture

Atfirst, the system receives topology information about the network,and

POlicies to decide primary and secondary routes･ It then generates primary and

secondary routesfrom the topology and policies in primary r10ute deierminaiion

phase and secondary route deierminaiion phase, respec七ively. With the derived
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routes) the system next generates cons七raints in consirain舌deierminaiion pha8e)

and七he system丘nally genera七es the tJni丘ed Link Costs witb a丘･ee tool named

㍑1p-ぷOIve乃inthe link cosi deiermination phase.

4･3･1 Primary Route Selection Phase

ln this phase, the sys七em receives the policy as user input, which consists of

topology information about the network expressed by adjacent matrices, and

operator preferences such as delay? bandwidthand stability･

We devised a determinationalgorithm for the primary route based on the

theory described in section 4.2･2･ All primary rou七es are deter血ned by applying

this algorithm to each source and destina,tion node of the whole network. These

rou七es are stored amd passed to other phases.

4･3･2 Secondari Route Selection Phase

ln this phase) the system receives topology information and operator preferences

as in the prlmary rOute Selection phase･ Unlike the previous phaseﾌthe sys七em

changes the dead link in the topology information? then searches the primary

routes for routes that go throughthe dead link. The system applies the determi-

nation algoritlmto these routes) andalso does a closed path check by comparing

the cl∬rent rOutewith the primary and secondary (if it already e女is七s) rou七es.

Thus)七he system determines a secondary route between so1汀Ceand destination

nodes七hat is invoked by a certain hnk)s failure.

4.3.3 Constraint Determination Phase

This phase consists of the following three components.

. objectivefunction determination

● constraiI止determination

｡丘ni七e limi七ation and counting number limitation of link costs
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The reSultsfrom each component are formatted as constraintsfor linear program-

皿ing･

Objective Function Determination

This component reCeives the topology information and searches pairs of nodes

which havefimite route, in other words, which have at least one route between

them･ The results are written in a format such as ㍑min : xiX3･ + -乃to a.fi1e

named constraini. dai.

CoITiStTaints Determina七ion

Based on sec七ion 4･2･2, tbis component genera七es constraiI止s of primary and

seconda,ry routes･

This component speciaes the adjacent nodes of a destina,tion node, then it

checks whether七he routes are redundant or not.

Limitation of Link Costs

The values of link costs in OSPF are limited to a range from l to 65535, so that

this component generates a constraint to keep the costs within the appropriate

range･ This component also generates a constraint to make costsinteger values･

4.3A Link Cost Determination

ln this phase) the system determines the Umified Link Costs by 11Slng the丘ee七oo1

"1pjOlve" as a solver for linear programmlng. An example of objec七ive function

and constraints is shown in Fig 21. In thisfigure, the objec七ivefunction "min:

Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 + ･.."impliesminimization of the sum of the costs between so1汀Ce.and

destination nodes. The entries bracketed with /* */ imply nodes adjacent to

each sourceand destination node.

These cons七raints are put into lp-BOlve to obtain Uni丘ed Link Costs which

sa七is秒the objective function and constraints, as shown in Fig 22.

4.4 Evaluatiom

To examine whether the detemined Unified Link Costs reflect the operator)s

POlicy effectively? aJnd whether this system reduces the operator burden in com-

Parisonwith manual configuration)five graduate students participated in the
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mまn: Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 + Ⅹ1Ⅹ3 + Ⅹ2Ⅹ3 + Ⅹ2Ⅹ5十‥ + Ⅹ8Ⅹ9;

Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 = Ⅹ2Ⅹ1;

Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 > 1;

Ⅹ2Ⅹ1 > 1;

Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 < 65535;

Ⅹ2Ⅹ1 < 65535;

Ⅹ1Ⅹ3 = Ⅹ3Ⅹ1;

Ⅹ9Ⅹ8 < 65535;

/* src l dst 2, neighbor l */

/* src l dst 2, neighbor 4 */

/* src l dst 2, neighbor 5 */

Ⅹ2Ⅹ3十Ⅹ3Ⅹ1 + 1 < Ⅹ2Ⅹ5 + Ⅹ5Ⅹ3十Ⅹ3Ⅹ1;

Ⅹ8Ⅹ6十1 < Ⅹ8Ⅹ5 + Ⅹ5Ⅹ3 + Ⅹ3Ⅹ6;

/* βrc 6 dst 8, neigbbor 7 */

/* src 7 dst 8, neighbor 5 */

Ⅹ8Ⅹ7 + 1 < Ⅹ8Ⅹ5 + Ⅹ5Ⅹ7;

/* src 7 dst 8, neighbor 6 */

in七Ⅹ1Ⅹ2;

int x2Ⅹ1;

int x8Ⅹ9;

int x9Ⅹ8;

Figure 21. Objective Function and Constraints
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value Of objective function: 53

Actual valtleS O王the variables:

Ⅹ1Ⅹ2 3

Ⅹ1Ⅹ3 1

Ⅹ2Ⅹ1 3

4

3

4

Figure 22. Determined Umified Link Costs

e叩erimental test of the system･ In addition〉 we examined七he scalability of the

system? for use in a large scale networkwith a topology data of a real network

and constraints) and measured the七ime spent for the cost determinationwith the

system.

4A･1 Comparison with ManualConfiguration

The network topology and its specification for the experiment are shown Figs 23 and 24･

In addition) we defined the following policy to determine the primary route:

1. prefer thewid6st bandwid七h rou七e

2･ prefer a less delay route if the routes have the same bandwidth

For the secondary route) we de丘ned the followlng POlicy･

1 prefer the most stable route

2･ prefer thewidest bandwidth route if the stability of those routes have the

same value

ln these conditions) we carried out the experiment whose result is shown in

Table 6.
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Figure 23. Topology

route delay bandwidth stability

(msec) (Mb/s)

1-2 1.6 10

1-3 0.8 100

2-3 0.6 100

2-4 15.5 10

2-5 17.8 10

3 - 5 1.3 1000

3 - 6 113.2 10

4 - 7 122.4 100

5 - 7 125.1 10

5 - 8 123.4 10

6 - 8 10.3 100

7-8 5.2 10

7 - 9 8.3 1000

8 - 9 96.4 100

0

5

6

10

20

15

15

10

0

0

0

2

2

20

Fig1∬e 24. Tbpology Da七a
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Table 6･ Result of Experimentation

m anual (mi n) probosed system (mi n)

_A 30 ■2 ■

B ′76 8

･C @0 54

D 27 6

E 53 20

Althoughthe result of the manual experiment varied widely, Table 6 shows

that it takes more than twenty sevenminutes to determine the link costs manu-

ally. On the other hand, almost all examineesfinished their workwithin about

twerLtyminuteswith our proposed system･ This result shows the efBciency of olu

proposed system･

Examinee C spent more than丘ftyminutes completing his work because of

mistakes in using the system･ This result does no七revoke our proposi七ion because

it is caused by a problem of the system's user in七eぬce.

4･5 Summary

Weaimed to reduce operators) burden andmisconfigurations in current standard

network operation.

On the assump七ion tha七the exis七ing approaches do not reaectanoperator)s

genuine requirements) we showed the necessity of a policy-based link cost deter-

mination algoritlmfor OSPF･ We then designed and implemented an algoritlm

and a system which focuses on applying constraints to each pair of source and

destination nodes, with Dijkstraalgorithm and linear programmlng. Final1y, we

demonstrated experimenta11y that operator burden was reduced, and we showed

the effectiveness of the system for a large scale network･ As thefuture work) we

wi11 prove the validity of derived costs by comparlng the performancewith costs

derived by也e existing approacbes･
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5. Discussion

ln this chapter) we discuss the adequacy of our proposal, PBRM･ Then we also

discuss about the necessity of each proposalfor both inter-domain and intra-

domain ne七works.

Tbe coI血ib山ion of tbis researcb is to indicate the e氏ciency of a network

management method based on policy･ This dissertation de&ned opera^or's gen-

uine requlrementS for network management as umanagement policyn ) and then

proposed PBRM method which consists of a definition of policy description and

a function of policy conversion･ The coIⅣerSion system concl汀rerltly generates

configurations for multiple routerswith a consideration of mutual relations.f

routers･ In the implementation process of PBRM method, we took care not to

make much changes to existing protocols or management methods forwidespread

deployme血of proposed system.

5･1 Necessity of Each Proposal

With the motivation that PBRM should follow existing network architecture

rather than replacing them) we havefirstly reviewed the current network opera-

tion of iI止er-domain and i血rardomain networks.

The route selection method of BGP has been caned以policy rouiin9"in inter-

domain network? because operators select routes based on "management pol-

icynwhich is a set of generalrules such as delay) bandwidth and monetary cost

between peer ASs･ To suppor七policy routing in more e瓜cient wa;y) there have

been severalproposals: RPSL is a policy descrip七ion language which has a car

pability to express routing policy by treating AS asannetwork entity･ IRR

and IRRTooISet are used to convert policies written in RPSL to actual router

configurations for multiple border rou七ers in the AS concurrently･

In other words) we realized that there is a network management method which

is compatiblewith PBRM method･ Therefore) we tried to improve the e氏ciency

of the existing method to promote thewidespread use of it･ One of problems of

tbe metbod w此IRR is inconsistencies of policies among AS objects regis七ered in
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IRRs as mentioned in chapter 3･ Based on a fact that the inconsistencies detract

the reliability of IRR, Policy Check Server have been proposed, which is a system

to preveI止the increase of比ose inconsistencies･ In addition) as a solution of IRR's

garbage object problem, we provided IRR Object Garbage Collector which urges

operators to correct objects outdated･

On the other hand, in intra-domain network, there are some studies of QoS

which enables. arbitrary route selection. However, sometimes七he adoption of QoS

mechanism accompanies additional equipment investment and large scale change

of network topology･[28, 29, 30, 31] To avoid such modification of network, we

aimed to七ake in a concept of arbi七rary routing management to OSPF network

which is commonly used forintra-domain ne七work. In OSPF ne七work, operators

need to mamipulate values oflink cost on each routers in the network to realize

certain route selections. Therefore, we defined a de丘ni七ion of policy description

and implemented the policy conversion system which generates actuallink costs

払r OSPF ro1止ers as meI止ioned in chap七er 4.

5.2 CoI止ribution to the Global lnternet

lt is important to improve reliability of whole IRRs in the world. To check

consistency among policies in only one IRR is not e氏cient for the stability of the

globalInternet. In other words, investigating consistency of policies across the

IRRs i皿tbe Ⅵ,rld is one step toward也e improⅦmeI止of reliabi批y of the global

lnternet.

In chapter 3, a mechamism to prevent increase of inconsistencies in IRR

database was introduced･ Policy Check Server collected and aggregated a11 IRR

databases in the world for totalinspection of consistency of not a single IRR but

across IRRsI In this way, every operator in the world can use Policy Check Server

with hi8 Web browser wherever he is･ In thefuture, we will release and promote

Policy Check Server to more users.
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5.3 Synchronization of IRR Dat,abase

Policy Check Server haB a pOSSibinty to outpu七inconsisten七inBPeCtion re8ults

becauBe Of time-1ag be七ween upda,te of object8 in mR and reflection of Uniaed

IRR Database･ It is di缶cult to avoid thi8 PrOblem becalBe Offollowing reasonB.

･Asmentioned in Sectidn 4, most of IRRB BLremirroring their data七o major

IRRB SuCh as RADB, RIPE and APIRR･When Pohcy Chedk Server check8

inconBistency of policie8 between distinct IRRB, eaCh IRR haB tO reAect up-

to-date information to the maJOr IRRB in adv弧Ce･ Themirrorlng needB tO

be done aB fast aB pOSSible becauBe the inspection resultsmight be baBed

on inconBiBt占zlt database･ FiglEe 25 BhowB the intervaltine of m血)nng

between RADB and JPIRRvia APIRR･取om thisfigtue, we recogmied

the res山ts Ⅷe dispersedfrom丘veminutes to七hree hundredsmimteB.
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Figwe 25･ htervaltime ofmirronng

In responBe七o the resdtl aB JPNIC IRR pla-g team, we aqe working on

measluemeZltS and cooperationwith other IRRB tO enable speedymirrorlng･
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'In case the objective ASs of policy check are existing ln a Single IRR, Policy

Check Server caninspect without data of other IRRs.Asmentioned in

Section 3, Policy Check Serverfirstly co11ects data of other IRRsand builds

up Unified IRR Database which is used for every inspection･ Therefore,

the inspection resultmight be incorrect because the data is not up-to-date

for about two hours atminimumuntil the update process of Uni丘ed IRR

Databasefinishes. Since amisconfiguration in inter-domain network has a

sigmificant impact on theglobal lnternet, the consistency of IRR database

is very lmPOrtant, Which supports the reliable route information exchange.

Througho1∬ aCtivities as JPNIC IRR plannlng team, Weknow that the most

of update &equencies of objects are h)m several days to several months.

Therefore, Policy Check Server can avoid this problem by encouraging users

to check their policies several times at intervals of several hours.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The maintheme of this dissertation is how to realize more stable and less labor_

intensive network opera･tion･ Design and implementation of the PBRM method is

one step toward this goal･ With the review of current network operation, we found

several problems and丘gured out the problems are classi鮎d essentia11y two issues:

None∬istence of a Policy Level ConP9uraiion Descripiion and Nonexisience of a

Cpnsideraiion Process of Mutual Relaiions of Nodes. To solve these problems,

Policy Based Rouie Mana9emeni (PBRM) method was proposed, which consists

of a definition of policy description) afunction of inconsistency resolution and a

function of policy conversion･ Based on the definition of PBRM, this disser七ation

presented some proposals to cover missing pieces for the deployment of the PBRM

me七bod in eacb丘eld of iI止er-domain and intrardomain networks｡ In comparisom

with previous works) two solutions were proposed･ The proposals for each network

were presented, then the design and implementa,tion of the PBRM method were

produced.

In the future) a more abstract description language lS required for inter-domain

network operation･Asmentioned in Chapter 3) an operator)s policy is described

in RPSL･ AlthoughRPSL is designed to express a management policy, we have to

describe actual rotlte behaviours in speci丘c syntax such as exporting and import-

ing route information,and configurlng the values of local_preference and MED. To

control router behaviours intuitively? a more abstract policy description language

is required.

6.1 Co血七ribution to lnter-Domain Network

Forinter-domain network operation? Policy Check Server is proposed) which in-

vestigates the consistency of routing policiesinIRR databases)and it provides

a method for operators to check whether the policy is consistent with policies of

other ASs･Asa keyfinding of investigation of IRR servers, a significant propor-

tion of the AS policies are e此er speci丘ed incorrectly or outda七ed･ In addition)
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IRR Object Garbage Collector was proposed, which is ､a mechanism七o decrease

unsound policies.

Policy C血eck Server and IRR Object Garbage Couector were impleme血ed

and cl∬rently in operation at JPNIC as its血s七step of deployment.Asa result

of our activities as JPNIC IRR Plannlng Team, we found that inconsistencies in

JPIRR were less than o比er IRRs in tbe world, and most objects were upda七ed

in one year at least･

Asthe future work of Policy Check Server, a little consideration of the aggre-

gation algorithm of the Uniaed IRR Database is required･ Currently) Da七abase

Checker discards duplicated entries on multiple IRR databases, therefore other

algorithms which take in both of duplicated entries should be provided.

6.2 Contribution to lntra-Domain Network

lnintrardomain network, on the assumption that there is no previous work which

reflect an operator's gemiine requirements such as the PBRM, we preser[ted policy-

based link cosi deiermination a190rithm for OSPF. We designed and implemented

a system which has functions of inconsistency resolution and policy conversion.

The sys七em employs the Dijkstra algorithm and linear programmlng reSOlution

algorithm to resolve multidimensiona,l policies of each pair of object nodes. Fi-

nally) we demonstrated experimentally how七he opera七or burden was reduced,

and the scalability of the system for a large scale network was shown･

The main objective of this proposal was to implement a concept of arbitrary

routing managementinOSPF network operation･ Thi"esearch derived an objec-

tivefunction which solves multidimensionalrequirementsfrom multiple objective

nodes･Asa result, operators can change the configuration of route selection only

by providing simple Policy･

We should notice thaｾｾhis proposal involves a certain m?asure of rounding

error to satis& multidimensionalrequirements in the process of policy conversion.

As thefuture work of this research) it is required to improve theintegrity of

derived costs.
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